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Who is he? Where does he live? What does he do?
Robert Hughes lives in Atlanta, Georgia. He lives with his wife, Patricia. They
live with their two children, Sam and Lana. Robert loves his family.
Robert works as a police officer in Atlanta. He likes his job. He is a good
police officer. Robert is a police officer because he likes to help people.
Robert protects the citizens of Atlanta. He solves crimes and catches
criminals. He keeps the citizens safe.
Sometimes he visits the schools. He talks to students. The students like
Robert. Officer Robert Hughes is a hero in Atlanta.
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Simple Present Story 4 – Exercises
A. Answer the following questions. Use the Simple Present tense.
1. Where does Robert Hughes live? Whom does he live with?
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
2. Why is Robert a police officer? What does Robert do for the citizens of
Atlanta?
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
3. What does Robert do when he visits the schools?
_____________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
B. Rewrite the following sentences as negative sentences, yes/no
questions, WH-questions (using the underlined word or phrase) and tag
questions.

Examples for the sentence “Jack sweeps the floor.”
Negative: Jack does not sweep the floor.
Yes/No Question: Does Jack sweep the floor?
WH-Question: Who sweeps the floor?
Tag Question: Jack sweeps the floor, doesn't he?
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1. Robert loves his family.
Negative: _____________________________________________________
Yes/No Question: ______________________________________________
WH-Question: _________________________________________________
Tag Question: _________________________________________________
2. Robert works as a police officer in Atlanta
Negative: _____________________________________________________
Yes/No Question: ______________________________________________
WH-Question: _________________________________________________
Tag Question: _________________________________________________
3. The students like Robert.
Negative: _____________________________________________________
Yes/No Question: ______________________________________________
WH-Question: _________________________________________________
Tag Question: _________________________________________________
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C. This is a copy of the original story. Go over it and fill in the blanks with
the right words from the box below.
citizens

likes

lives

with

he

officer

because

hero

good

the

Robert Hughes ___________ in Atlanta, Georgia. He lives with his wife,
Patricia. They live ___________ their two children, Sam and Lana. Robert
loves his family.
Robert works as a police ___________ in Atlanta. He ___________ his job.
He is a ___________ police officer. Robert is a police officer ___________
he likes to help people.
Robert protects the ___________ of Atlanta. He solves crimes and catches
criminals. He keeps ___________ citizens safe.
Sometimes ___________ visits the schools. He talks to students. The
students like Robert. Officer Robert Hughes is a ___________ in Atlanta.
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Simple Present Story 4 – Answers
A. Answer the following questions. Use the Simple Present tense.
1. Where does Robert Hughes live? Whom does he live with?
Robert Hughes lives in Atlanta, Georgia. He lives with his wife and his two
children.
2. Why is Robert a police officer? What does Robert do for the citizens of
Atlanta?
Robert is a police officer because he likes to help people. He protects the
citizens of Atlanta.
3. What does Robert do when he visits the schools?
Robert talks to the students when he visits the schools.
B. Rewrite the following sentences as negative sentences, yes/no
questions, WH-questions (using the underlined word) and tag questions.
1. Robert loves his family.
Negative: Robert does not love his family.
Yes/No Question: Does Robert love his family?
WH-Question: Whom does Robert love?
Tag Question: Robert loves his family, doesn't he?
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2. Robert works as a police officer in Atlanta
Negative: Robert does not work as a police officer in Atlanta.
Yes/No Question: Does Robert work as a police officer in Atlanta?
WH-Question: Who works as a police officer in Atlanta?
Tag Question: Robert works as a police officer in Atlanta, doesn't he?
3. The students like Robert.
Negative: The students do not like Robert.
Yes/No Question: Do the students like Robert?
WH-Question: Who likes Robert?
Tag Question: The students like Robert, don't they?
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C. This is a copy of the original story. Go over it and fill in the blanks with
the right words from the box below.
Robert Hughes lives in Atlanta, Georgia. He lives with his wife, Patricia. They
live with their two children, Sam and Lana. Robert loves his family.
Robert works as a police officer in Atlanta. He likes his job. He is a good
police officer. Robert is a police officer because he likes to help people.
Robert protects the citizens of Atlanta. He solves crimes and catches
criminals. He keeps the citizens safe.
Sometimes he visits the schools. He talks to students. The students like
Robert. Officer Robert Hughes is a hero in Atlanta.

Click here for step-by-step lessons, stories and exercises on the simple
present.
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